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Abstract. This study presents a high capacity data hiding method for generating 
high quality watermarked halftone images. The embedded watermarks can be 
distributed into single or multiple halftone images with the proposed Overall 
Minimal-Error Searching (OMES). The proposed method modifies the halftone 
values at same position of all host images with the trained Substitution Table 
(S-Table). The S-Table makes the original combination of these halftone values 
as another meaningful combination for embedded watermark, which is the key 
part in determining the image quality. Hence, an optimization procedure is pro-
posed to achieve the optimized S-Table. As demonstrated in the experimental 
results, the proposed approach provides good image quality and is able to guard 
against some frequent happened attacks in printing applications. 

Keywords: Digital watermarking, digital halftoning, error diffusion, itera-
tion-based halftoning, ordered dithering, overall minimal-error searching. 

1   Introduction 

Digital halftoning [1] is a technique for changing grayscale images into two-tone 
halftone images, which include Ordered Dithering (OD) [1], Error Diffusion (EDF) [2], 
and Dot Diffusion (DDF) [3]. Among these, error diffusion offers good visual quality 
and reasonable computational complexity. 

Digital watermarks have many usages, including protecting ownership of an image, 
preventing the illegal use of an image without permission, and authenticating an image 
to verify that it has not been altered. Currently, many methods that use halftones to 
embed watermarks have been studied. These techniques can be used for printing secu-
rity documents such as an ID cards, currency, and confidential documents, and prevent 
illegal duplication and forgery by further scanning these documents to digital forms. 

The watermark which is embedded in halftone images can be retrieved by scanning 
and applying some extraction algorithms. These methods include using a number of 
different dither cells to create a threshold pattern in the halftoning process [4];  
using Smart Pair-Toggling (DHSPT) to embed data into error-diffused images [5]; 
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coordinating the BCH error-correcting code with data-hiding techniques [6]; authen-
tication based on halftoning and coordinate projection [7], and data hiding in several 
halftone images or color planes using Minimal-Error Bit Searching (MEBS) [8]. The 
MEBS preserves excellent image quality when embedded capacity is as high as 
33.33%. However, the quality degrades significantly when capacity increases up to 
50%. This study presents an Overall Minimal-Error Searching (OMES) to improve the 
image quality when the data capacity is 50%. 

2   Performance Evaluations 

In this section, the performance evaluations, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and 
Correct Decoding Rate (CDR), employed in this work are defined. Suppose the host 
image is of size . The quality evaluation of Watermarked Halftone image ( ) 
is defined as follows,  10 255∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ , , ,, ,                 1  

where the variables ,  and ,  denote the grayscale value and watermarked 
halftone value at position , , respectively. The variable ,  denotes the 
Least-Mean-Square (LMS) trained filter ( ) coefficient at position , . In this 
work, the size of the support region  is fixed at 7 7. The LMS-trained filter can be 
obtained by psychophysical experiments [9]. The other way to derive the filter can use 
a training set of both pairs of grayscale images and good halftone results of them, such 
as using error diffusion or ordered dithering to produce the set. The LMS is described as 
follows,               , , ,, ,                                     2  

          , , , ,                                          3         ,, 2 , , ,                                      4  

             ,  should be decreased, if , , ,,  should be increased, if , , , ,                                         5     , , , , ,                                               6  

where the variable ,  denotes the halftone value at position ,  of a halftone image 
( ); variable ,  denotes the Mean-Square Error (MSE) between ,  and , ;  
variable , ,  

denotes the coefficient of the optimized LMS-trained filter ( ), and 

 denotes the adjusting parameter used to control the convergent speed of the LMS 
optimization procedure. In this work, the variable  is set to 10 . Some other quality 
evaluation methods can be found in [10]-[11].  

The other performance evaluation is the CDR, which determines the similarity 
between the original binary watermarks ( ) and corresponding decoded watermarks 
( ). The CDR is based on the concept of Hamming distance as defined below, 
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             ∑ ∑ , , 100%,                                     7  

where the size of watermarks is , which is same as original grayscale images. The 
variables ,  and ,  denote the original watermark ( ) and corresponding decoded 
watermarks ( ), respectively, and the notation  denotes the XOR operation. 

3   Data Hiding with Overall Minimal-Error Searching 

This section describes the proposed OMES encoding scheme, which embeds water-
mark information into multiple halftone images. The concept is similar to the Secret 
Sharing Scheme (SSS) [12], and the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Flow chat of the proposed algorithm 

3.1   Encoder 

The proposed OMES encoder is illustrated in Fig. 2. The variable ,  denotes the 
grayscale value at current processing position ,  of the th original grayscale image. 
The variables ,  and ,  denote the temporary halftone output  and final water-
marked halftone output  at current processing position , . The blocks with name 
“Halftoning” represent the typical error diffusion. The function ·  of  denotes 
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Fig. 2. Proposed Overall Minimal-Error Searching (OMES) encoder algorithm 

the number of original grayscale images. In this work, . 
The variable  denotes watermark set for embedding, and  denotes the th wa-
termark. After the pre-processing “pseudo random permutation”, the new set of wa-
termarks  can be obtained. The variables , , ,  and ,  denote the vector of 

values , , and  at position , , which are with the form of , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and , , , , , , .  
The OMES observes the temporary halftone output vector and the corresponding 

permutated halftone values of watermark at same position, and then modifies the output 
vector according to the S-Table, which will be introduced later. The quantized errors 
are feedback-diffused to the neighboring pixels of the temporary halftone images (host 
images) to reduce the damage caused by the binary outputs modification. The ,  has 

many configurations: Assume the number of host images is 2, the corresponding 
combinations are given in Table I. The number of configurations is 2 , where 2 in this case. The variable  denotes the number of watermarks, and the 
number of groups is 2 . Hence, the Table I(a) can be expressed as Table I(b), where 
each row represents a group. This table is called the Substitution Table (S-Table), and 
each number in S-Table is called a state. 

Given a specific order of host images, the corresponding ,  is first transformed to 

a decimal value, then this value maps to a corresponding group in S-Table. The mapped 
group is called original group ( ). Meanwhile, the vector ,  of the watermarks with 
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Fig. 3. Example of the G0 and  with two host images and one embedded halftone watermark 

the same position as host images is transformed to decimal value, then this value also 
maps to a corresponding group in S-Table. The watermark mapped group is called the 
target group ( ). When , then let , , ; When  , then all the 
states in  should be used for testing which state causes minimal overall error. Herein, 
the overall error is defined as the overall quantized error caused by the tested state. The 
one with the minimal overall error is employed to replace the original state. An  
example is illustrated in Fig. 3. The procedure of the proposed OMES is organized as 
below:                  | 1,2, , 2 , where 0 2 ,            8                 , , , , , , , , , , where 0,1 ,                     9  

                , , , , ,                                        10  

         , , , | 1,2, , 2 ,                                            11  

where the vector  denotes the set of states of  in S-Table, and variable  denotes 
the state. The variable  denotes the state number in , and the variable  denotes the 
host image number. The variable ,  denotes the modified grayscale output of the th 
host image, and the variable ,  denotes the difference between the modified grayscale 
output ,  and th halftone output , ,  in . The target state  ( th state) is ob-
tained with the steps given in Eqs. (8)-(11), which is able to minimize the overall error 
and hence maintains the image quality. 

However, when the capacity is as high as 50%, a large amount of outputs ,  with 
high quantization error ,  are forced to be used, which then degrades the image qual-
ity. For this, a pre-defined error threshold  is set to overcome this problem. The 
feedback error denotes as following,  
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             , ,    if , , ,,    if , , ,, , , ,           Otherwise ,                                              12  

In this work 127. In the decoder, we simply need to collect the corresponding 
halftone values in these watermarked halftone images and form into the decoded vector 
sets, and then look up the S-Table for decoding. 

3.2   Optimization Procedure for Achieving a Substitution Table (S-Table) 

The watermarked halftone image quality obtained by OMES is determined by the 
quantity of alternations of halftone value from original state to target state. Theoreti-
cally, the halftones created by original state have the best image quality compared to 
the halftones created by other target states. Nonetheless, the quality between halftones 
created by target state and original state are demanded to be similar to achieve good 
embedded image quality. However, when the differences between target and original 
states have too much discrepancies, the image quality will significant degrade. Based 
on this, we develop an optimized procedure of constructing S-Table as below. 

The 18 different natural grayscale images are employed in the optimization training 
procedure of S-Table. To generate the training watermarks, a uniform distributed image 
with grayscale value 128 is adopted to perform three different halftoning approaches: 
Classical-4 clustered-dot dithering [1], Bayer-5 dispersed-dot dithering [1], and Mese’s 
dot diffusion with class matrix of size 8x8 [3]. To evaluate the quality of the obtained 
watermarked halftone image, the average PSNR is calculated. The following steps are 
developed to provide a fair PSNR distribution across multiple embedded watermarks.              | 1,2, , ,                                        13  

                 ,                 14  

           , if 0.40,                           Otherwise ,                         15  

where the vector  denotes the set of PSNRs of the watermarked halftone images; the 
variable  denotes the th watermarked halftone image, and  denotes the dis-
crepancies between PSNRs. In this study, the upper bound of  is set at 0.4. The 
S-Table which achieves the highest cost is employed for applications. The steps of the 
optimization procedure are organized as below,  

Step 1. Given an initial S-Table ( ). 
Step 2. Suppose the states within S-Table are rearranged as 1-D sequence. Each states 

 in the S-Table is successively swapped with one of the other 2  states , 
where . 
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Step 3. Evaluating the cost of the set of watermarked halftone images using the S-Table 
obtained from Step 2. 

Step 4. The swapped S-table leads to the highest cost, ,  , is 
taken as a new S-Table. Otherwise, the swapped states within S-Table are 
recovered to their original positions. 

Step 5. Another states  in the S-Table is selected, and then performs Steps 3 and 4. 
Step 6. If any swapping cannot improve the cost of the set of watermarked halftone 

images, the optimization procedure is terminated. Otherwise, Steps 2 to 5 are 
repeated. 

Notably, in order to provide good initial S-Table candidates, 5000 random-generated 
S-Tables are tested, and the one achieves the highest cost is adopted. Table II shows the 
final convergent S-Tables for different numbers of host images, which include three 
configurations: One watermark embedded into two host images, two watermarks em-
bedded into four host images, three watermarks embedded into six host images. All of 
the configurations can achieve capacity 50%. In this study, no more than eight host 
images are explored, since it is impractical in applications. 

4   Experimental Result 

Figures 4(d)-(e) show the watermarked halftone images using MEBS [8] with capacity 
50%, and Figs. 4(f)-(q) show the watermarked halftone images with the proposed 
OMES under the same capacity 50%. It is clear that the OMES yields better average 
image quality than MEBS whether in subjective or objective quality criterion. 

An interesting phenomenon is explored as below: When the number of host images 
is few, such as two, one host image with explicit edge structure or a cluster of bright or 
dark area, the other watermarked halftone image will suffer from serious interference 
and then degrades in quality. This problem is raised because there are few selectable 
states (2 ) in target group. To solve this problem, the difference between 

 and  should be increased. Notably, the ratio between  and  has 
to be maintained to keep it in the same capacity. For example,  and  are 
increased from 2 and 1 to 4 and 2, respectively. 

The performance comparisons among the various watermarking approaches using 
12 test images are depicted in Fig. 5, which include MEBS [8], OMES with two host 
images and one watermark (EDF 1H2), OMES with four host images and two water-
marks (EDF 2H4), OMES with six host images and three watermarks (EDF 3H6), The 
results consist with the discussions given above. The results show the image quality is 
improved when the difference between  and  is increased. 

Two of the most frequent happened attacks, cropping (tampering) and print-and- 
scan, are involved in the experiments to analyze the robustness performance. The 
cropping (tampering) rates range from 5% to 40%. To avoid the cluster losing of in-
formation by cropping, the watermark is pseudo-permutated before being embedded. 
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Fig. 7. Print-and-Scan attack with different configurations of print-and-scan resolutions 

Table 1. Substitution table (S-Table): relationships between watermark and the corresponding 
vector 

Group # (Watermark Infor-
mation bit) 

Group 0 
(black) 

Group 1 
(white) 

Group 1 
(white) 

Group 0 
(black) 

 

Corresponding decimal value 0 1 2 3  
Input Image #1 0 1 0 1  
Input Image #2 0 0 1 1  
Input Image #n      

(a) 
States Group # 
3 0 Group 0 
2 1 Group 1 

(b) 

Table 2. Substitution table trained for 2, 4 and 6 host images with capacity 50% 
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Average CDR v.s. Scan Resolution

Print 150 dpi

Print 300 dpi
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States Group # 
3 0 Group 0 
2 1 Group 1 

 

States Group # 
11 9 4 2 Group 0 
14 5 15 0 Group 1 

3 13 8 6 Group 2 
1 12 10 7 Group 3 

(a) For one watermark hiding in two 
images. 

(b) For two watermarks hiding in four images. 

States Group # 
19 36 55 15 13 34 41 24 Group 0 
60 17 10 54 33 4 59 30 Group 1 
38 50 12 45 7 53 27 16 Group 2 
20 62 49 8 56 3 43 29 Group 3 
39 25 23 18 32 5 61 14 Group 4 
21 26 6 35 63 40 48 9 Group 5 
37 46 31 58 44 0 11 22 Group 6 
51 42 1 2 28 52 47 57 Group 7 

(c) For three watermarks hiding in six images. 
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The embedded images are re-permutated before the decoding is performed. Figure 6 
shows the decoded results, where the “A#” represents the number of attacked water-
marked halftone images, and the “types” represents the different host image and  
watermark configurations with capacity 50%. Notably, the CDRs are the averaged 
results of the 12 test images. Finally, multiple configurations of print-and-scan attacks 
are involved in the experiments, namely printing at 150, 300, and 600 dpi, and scanning 
at 300, 600, and 1200 dpi. Here the RGB color image of size  is used, which is 
divided into several cells of size . An information bit is embedded in a cell, 
which means that every vector in cell has to embed the same information bit. The 
average CDRs with the 12 test images are organized in Fig. 7.  

5   Conclusions 

This work presents a high payload watermarking in multiple halftone images using 
Overall Minimal-Error Searching (OMES). Employing the concept that a vector can be 
used to represent an information bit of watermark, the proposed OMES effectively 
shares a watermark into two halftone images with data capacity 50%. The image 
quality can be further improved when the difference between  and  is in-
creased, since more potential selectable state are available. As documented in the ex-
perimental results, the image quality of the proposed OMES is significantly superior to 
the pervious Minimal-Error Bit Searching (MEBS) under the same embedded capacity. 
Moreover, it can guard against most frequent happened cropping and print-and-scan 
attacks. Due to the high capacity nature of the proposed method, it is also applicable to 
secret communication application. 
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